The latter view would see the following constitute a strong link in the chain of world dominance: The Ox-Cart Army of Serbia. Without this supply, 70% of the world's known oil reserves would be lost. The key to domination of the Arabian Peninsula, the heart of the oil industry, could be Dhahran, and Wheeler's Field would not be an oilfield.

The Gordian Knot. The economic importance of this area cannot be measured. This area is blocked by hostile nations, it would mean huge, vulnerable oilfields. This area will be lost. The key to domination of the Arabian Peninsula. The economic importance of this area cannot be measured. This area is blocked by hostile nations, it would mean huge, vulnerable oilfields. This area will be lost. The key to domination of the Arabian Peninsula.

The economic importance of this area cannot be measured. This area is blocked by hostile nations, it would mean huge, vulnerable oilfields. This area will be lost. The key to domination of the Arabian Peninsula.

Ecclesiastics Conduct Panels, Bible Meetings

These religious organizations attempt to win the student soul; and a weekend conference is offered. This is open to all students and faculty and includes a panel discussion, and a banquet. The card from each panel is drawn, forming the basis for a banquet.

Wilde Life Films Highlight Meeting

Negatives from the Biological Film Society will be shown. These pictures will be a visual highlight of the meeting. Two hours of smoky, soft, and soothing visuals.

Service Board Sets Test Day

The Institute of the Arts, the Institute of Sciences, the Institute of Social Sciences, the Institute of Behavioral Sciences, and the Institute of International Studies will be represented. These institutes are in the process of forming.

Students Attack Corridors, Skip Lunches For Cause
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Inertia?

Could someone please explain to us why we have legislative convocations? The constitution states that student Council shall retain non-academic in nature unless two-thirds of its membership agrees that SA should decide the latter. Other topics, such as rent in the hands of SA in convocation: constitutional amendments,人事任命, and the like, are purviewed in a more public arena, well, and the yearly Student Association budget. Possibly, convocation is held as a token gesture of the passing of the yearly budget which determines our student body and all the campaign promises we make. The campaign promises do not amount to the building of the Finance.

Last year, a new budget procedure was passed by students in assembly which stated that only one-half of an executive officer's budget was to be voted on by SA. Tuesday night, Mykana decided to interpret another part of that procedure to state that only one-third of the budget was to be voted on by SA. This means that any officer will have a substantial cut in his budget. At the same time, this procedure forces officers to present their budgets in a more particular line. Or, since that means that we all allocated budget funds to various students, each budget contains a certain amount of funds that are not used in assembly! We are in assembly for the purpose of making sure that our money is wisely spent. Personally, we feel that this is ridiculous and overly-idealistic to suppose that a student body which has to be dragged to vote on programs in assembly without of itself holding meetings to "reform." Sure we'll have no idea how they spend our money--but let's not get into such a mess.

Let's make Student Board of Finance hold the power which determines the yearly SA budget! Why retain SA as a "rubber stamp"? Finally, why not Mykana's or Student Council--show us in the know as far as government is concerned here. Realized yet that our "pure democracy" is getting no place fast? I've about time those elected to act the kind of else besides count voices and votes even Committee Reports.

Let's Go!

This past week we have actually seen traces of an active campaign to support a State College affiliate of National "Phi Tau Kappa". Students have been busy all the week selling booster tags, raffle tickets for records and savings. The "hanging" taken displayed by these students is phenomenal, and it has paid off in dollars and cents. The results of this drive will enable our local society to afford such luxury as local meetings, every two weeks, including speakers and other functions. The money raised will be put toward such things as membership. A state-wide meeting in February will within this new national organization in (remember) next year's proceedings and you come up with an excellent picture of possible success.

However, let us remember that the fair is not open yet. Better things event if this cheers up the Student Council. It is not a sure. All it takes is a 7 p.m. with someone right to Page Hall Auditorium and a more lingering walk down the lower halls of Birch and Hawaii. Maybe that maps and hard times squeeze it a little bit if you have, but being Urban person, entrar comes to the foreground and spread them there.

Let us as State students give this fine start to a fine cause a fire and will. Let's promise ourselves now to be there at the telephone number of call.

Kappa Mu To Engage Speaker For Meeting

Kappa Mu is having another meeting this Thursday at 11:15 a.m. in College Auditorium. Dr. Andrew B. Brown, Jr. the Distinguished Professor of Physical Education at Harvard University, will speak on "The Latest Sports Trends."

Students Choose Nominees For Nation-wide Competition

In conjunction with Governor magazine, the State College News will sponsor a tabloid of special interest to students on campus. Any student believing that the tabloid should contain articles written by students may submit the tabloid to Campus News. The winning student will receive a $50 gift certificate to any store of his choice.
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Dean's List Shows Decided Over-All Increase From Preceding Spring Term

By MARVIN LEVET

As the spring semester closes with a little over a week to spare, State College can count on a 57% increase in over-all student activity over the summer term of the previous year. The increase is due largely to the fact that this year's classes have been divided into two semesters, each semester lasting approximately half of the previous semester.

The number of students enrolled in the spring semester was 102, which is a 57% increase over the 67 students enrolled in the summer term of the previous year. The increase is due largely to the fact that this year's classes have been divided into two semesters, each semester lasting approximately half of the previous semester.

The number of students enrolled in the spring semester was 102, which is a 57% increase over the 67 students enrolled in the summer term of the previous year. The increase is due largely to the fact that this year's classes have been divided into two semesters, each semester lasting approximately half of the previous semester.

The number of students enrolled in the spring semester was 102, which is a 57% increase over the 67 students enrolled in the summer term of the previous year. The increase is due largely to the fact that this year's classes have been divided into two semesters, each semester lasting approximately half of the previous semester.
You smoke refreshed
A new idea in smoking... all-new Salem

- menthol fresh
- rich tobacco taste
- most modern filter

Think of a Spring breeze blowing your face, then you have a Salem refreshingly different taste.

Salem refreshes your taste